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Within equity investing, the two main investment styles are value and growth. Value investing typically 
consists of trying to buy companies “on sale” or picking stocks that have low prices in relation to factors 
such as earnings, sales, and the book value of the issuing companies. Growth investors seek capital 
appreciation in stocks that they believe will provide faster-than-average increases in share price in the 
future. Relative performance between value and growth investment styles tends to oscillate in cycles. 
Recently, growth has had the upper hand. However, if we measure cumulative returns over the past 40 
years, value holds the advantage.  
 
Recently, growth stocks have been outperforming value stocks and investors can’t imagine how that could 
ever flip. As a result, investors have continued to herd into these securities, pushing their valuations even 
higher. The same dynamics took place during the early 1970s bull market, the 1980s Japanese bull market, 
and the 1990s dot-com bubble. During these periods, growth stocks grossly outperformed value stocks.  
 
In the 1970s, a group of stocks called the Nifty 50 reached extreme valuations. Investors thought 
companies like Polaroid, Westinghouse and Eastman Kodak would “grow” into their valuations. As the 
1970s progressed, these valuations were no longer supported by market euphoria and the stocks 
experienced significant declines in the period that followed. In the 1980s, the Japanese stock market 
experienced a similar phenomenon, and has yet to return to its peak.  
 
A more recent example is the dot-com era of the late 1990s. Investors valued companies based on clicks 
because they had no earnings. Some companies like Yahoo traded at hundreds of times their earnings. 
After the euphoria, hundreds of internet firms went bankrupt. Many of the firms that proved to be good 
companies, and are still around today, took years to recover. The NASDAQ Composite Index, a proxy for 
U.S. technology stocks, peaked in March 2000 and took 15 years to reach its previous high.  
 
Today, markets are reminiscent of previous speculative periods. Since 2010, growth stocks have 
outperformed value stocks by a large margin. The increasing divergence has continued in the first half of 
2018.  While the S&P 500 Index, a proxy for U.S. equity market performance, has performed strongly this 
year, the returns were driven by a small number of stocks with higher-than-average valuations.  
A group of six companies nicknamed the “FAANG + M” stocks have emerged as key contributors to 
performance (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google and Microsoft).  On a year-to-date basis, 
FAANG + M accounted for approximately 97% of S&P 500 returns (or 2.55% of the 2.62% total return so 
far this year), while the remaining 494 companies accounted for approximately 3% (or 0.07% of 2.62%). 
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Since the S&P 500 is market-cap-weighted, index exposure to FAANG + M has increased and 
performance will be more dependent on this narrow group of stocks in the future. Growth style investment 
managers continue to outperform value style investment managers by a large margin, particularly growth 
style managers who believe this narrow group of stocks will “grow” into their valuations. 
 
History has shown us that piling into funds managed by growth style investment managers while 
allocating away from those managed by value style investment managers has been costly. Those who 
concentrated allocations toward growth managers exposed investors to large potential drawdowns. Patient 
investors were rewarded as value managers outperformed growth managers over the subsequent five and 
10-year periods following the previously mentioned examples of growth stock euphoria. Our portfolios 
are designed to provide exposure to each style across three major geographies, which minimizes some of 
the style swings that will otherwise occur over time in a portfolio with only one style. We aim to construct 
portfolios using a balanced approach to equity styles to help clients avoid large drawdowns and meet their 
financial goals with a higher level of consistency. 
 
Fundamentals eventually matter, regardless of short-term swings in sentiment. Even fast-growing 
businesses eventually mature. When this happens, companies reach their market potential and growth rates 
decline. Excessive valuations decline, providing buying opportunities for the patient investor. While it’s 
impossible to know where markets will go in the short term, in the long term, stock prices reflect 
fundamentals. While investment style fads come and go, disciplined, diversified investing will never go 
out of style.  
  
Combined top 15 equity holdings as of June 30, 2018 of the Evolution 40i60e Standard portfolio with 
Alpha-style exposure:  
 

1. SNC-Lavalin        
2. Atco 
3. Canadian Natural Resources 
4. Suncor Energy  
5. AltaGas  

6. Gilead Sciences 
7. Toronto-Dominion Bank 
8. Canadian Pacific Railway  
9. E-L Financial   
10. Microsoft  

11. Apple 
12. CSX 
13. Industrial Alliance 
14. Bank of Nova Scotia  
15. Thomson Reuters  
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This document is intended solely for information purposes. It is not a sales prospectus, nor should it be construed as an offer or an 
invitation to take part in an offer. This report may contain forward-looking statements about one or more funds, future performance, 
strategies or prospects, and possible future fund action. These statements reflect the portfolio managers’ current beliefs and are based 
on information currently available to them. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. We caution you not 
to place undue reliance on these statements as a number of factors could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those 
expressed in any forward-looking statement, including economic, political and market changes and other developments. United pools 
are managed by CI Investments Inc. Assante Wealth Management is a subsidiary of CI Investments Inc. Neither CI Investments Inc. 
nor its affiliates or their respective officers, directors, employees or advisors are responsible in any way for damages or losses of any 
kind whatsoever in respect of the use of this report. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses may all be 
associated with investments in mutual funds and the use of the Asset Management Service. Any performance data shown assumes 
reinvestment of all distributions or dividends and does not take into account sales, redemption or optional charges or income taxes 
payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and 
past performance may not be repeated. Please read the fund prospectus and consult your advisor before investing. Assante Wealth 
Management and the Assante Wealth Management design are trademarks of CI Investments Inc. This report may not be reproduced, 
in whole or in part, in any manner whatsoever, without prior written permission of Assante Wealth Management. Copyright © 2018 
Assante Wealth Management (Canada) Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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